Evolutionary potentials for protein structure prediction <p>So-called 'Evolutionary potentials' for protein structure prediction are derived using a single experimental protein structure and all three-dimensional models of its homologous sequences.</p>
Background
Comparative protein structure prediction is typically implemented in four main steps: fold assignment, target-template alignment, model building, and model assessment [1] . Thus, the starting point in comparative modeling identifies protein structures related to the target sequence. This initial step is normally performed using profile-based search methods such as PSI-BLAST, hidden Markov models or profile-profile methods [2] . Once a fold has been assigned, a specialized alignment method is used to optimally align the target sequence with the template structure. Then, the target-template alignment is used to build a structure model of the target sequence. Finally, the model assessment step predicts whether or not the correct template was assigned and at least an approximately correct alignment was produced. Thus, estimating the accuracy of a protein structure model is essential for determining the information that can be extracted from it. In this work we describe the development and implementation of a new method for model assessment.
Physics and knowledge-based scoring functions, which comprise an essential tool for computationally predicting the three-dimensional structure of a polypeptide, are now routinely applied in model assessment. Two fundamentally different approaches have been developed for deriving such scoring functions. The first approach, which is of inductive nature, uses simplified mathematical models for describing the system without previous knowledge of its properties [3] . The second approach, which is of deductive nature, uses geometrical descriptors derived from known protein structures to score the interaction between two or more particles [4] . These types of scoring functions, which are often referred to as statistical potentials, knowledge-based potentials or potentials of mean force, have previously been applied in many different assessment problems, including: determination of whether or not a model has the correct fold [5] [6] [7] [8] ; detection of localized errors in protein structures [9] ; assessment of the stability of mutant proteins [10] ; discrimination between native and near-native states [11] [12] [13] ; and selection of the most near-native model in a set of decoys that does not contain the native structure [13] [14] [15] . In general, different types of assessment problems can benefit from specialized scoring functions or classifiers [16] . In this work, we focus on the model assessment problem that assesses whether or not a given model has the correct fold and was built using an approximately correct alignment [17, 18] .
Standard knowledge-based potentials are derived by applying the inverse of the Boltzmann's equation on distributions of geometrical features calculated from a non-redundant set of known protein structures [4] . Therefore, such potentials effectively capture the general trends of atomic interactions for average globular proteins. However, each protein structure may have specific features that are critical for its folding and stability, which are either not captured or poorly represented by current knowledge-based potentials. In this work, we describe a methodology to derive a new type of knowledgebased potentials, here termed evolutionary potentials (EvPs), which is designed to overcome such a limitation. EvPs are specifically derived for a restricted structural space based on a single experimental structure and all its detectable protein sequence homologues. We propose that the incorporation of a large amount of sequence information mapped onto a restricted three-dimensional space allows EvPs to capture and balance the specific key interactions occurring within a given protein fold.
We begin this article by assessing the accuracy of the EvPs in model assessment, comparing it to a representative potential of identical parameterization as well as to other commonly used knowledge-based potentials (Results). Next, we discuss the key determinants in the implementation of EvPs as well as their likely impact on protein structure prediction of genes and genomes. Finally, we end by describing the proposed methodology for the derivation of EvPs (Materials and methods).
Results
EvPs are calculated using a single experimental structure and the threaded models of its detectable homologous sequences, which represent the space of protein sequences that may adopt its fold. Thus, two major variables impact the derivation of EvPs: the stringency of the clustering process (that is, the structural clustering cut-offs) and the deepness of the multiple sequence alignments (MSAs) (that is, the sequence identity cut-off for selecting homologous sequences). First, we assess the impact of these two variables on the accuracy of the EvPs for model assessment. Second, we assess the impact of EvP selection in the same benchmark. Finally, we compare the accuracy of EvPs to that obtained with a representative distance-dependence potential derived using the same parameters, and also with other potentials such as DFIRE [19] and Prosa II [4, 20, 21] .
Strict structural clustering results in more accurate EvPs
The clustering of the structural space affects the selection and specificity of EvPs for model assessment. Various combinations of thresholds for structure similarity (that is, 80% and 90% of Cα atoms within 4 Å) and sequence identity (that is, 90%, 80%, 50%, 20%, and 10%) were applied to obtain 10 different sets of representative chains. EvPs calculated from the strictest clustering corresponding to 90% sequence and structural identity resulted in the most accurate assessment of the model accuracy as measured by their maximal accuracy (ACC), the area under the curve (AUC), false positive rate (FPR), and true positive rate (TPR) (that is, 99.5% AUC, 97.4% ACC, 2.3% FPR, and 97.0% TPR; Table 1 ). Variation of sequence identity for clustering had a marginal impact on the accuracy of the EvPs. However, a decrease of only 10% in the cut-off for the structural similarity had a larger impact, reducing the ACC and the TPR of the EvPs up to approximately 2% and 4%, respectively. Therefore, the accuracy of the EvPs for model assessment decreases as more structural variability is allowed within the clusters that represent the structure space (Table ; Figure 1a; Table S1 in Additional data file 1).
Incorporation of more distantly related sequences results in more accurate EvPs
The selected sequence space (that is, sequences in the MSA) used for the derivation of EvPs affects their accuracy for model assessment. EvPs derived using 20%, 40%, and 60% cut-offs for homology detection were calculated for 88.2%, 59.5%, and 31.2% of all non-redundant chains, respectively (Table S2 in Additional data file 1). The remaining EvPs were not calculated because the input MSA at the respective sequence identity cut-off contained less than 50 sequences. In those cases, the number of sequences to thread is too small to reliably derive a potential [18] .
The accuracy of the EvPs upon the selected sequence space shows an opposite trend to that observed for the structural clustering (Table 2; Figure 1b ; Table S3 in Additional data file 1). The filtering cut-off of 20% sequence identity results in 97.4% ACC and 99.5% AUC. Increasing the sequence identity cut-off results in an accuracy decrease of the EvPs. Thus, the amount and similarity of the input sequences to derive the EvPs have an impact on their accuracy. The average sequence identity between the template and its homologous sequences in the MSAs used for deriving EvPs was approximately 30% (Table S2 in Additional data file 1), which indicates that EvPs are able to capture relevant information even from distantly related sequences. The difference in the resulting accuracy decreases as we approach the limits of homology detection (Figure 1b) . Thus, the increase in accuracy by lowering the sequence identity cut-off from 60% to 40% is larger than that observed when lowering it from 40% to 20%.
Strict EvP selection results in more accurate model assessment
The selection of EvPs has an impact on their accuracy for assessing the fold of a structure model. We have used four different strategies for selecting a particular EvP, which consisted of: selection of the EvP that corresponds to the structural representative of the used template for model building; selection of the EvP corresponding to the closest BLAST match using the model sequence against a database of sequences for the calculated EVPs; selection of the EvP corresponding to the closest PSI-BLAST match of the model sequence against a database of sequences for the calculated EVPs; and random selection of an EvP. The first protocol is suitable for a comparative modeling exercise, the second and third protocols are suitable for models built from 'templatefree' protein structure prediction methods, and the fourth protocol was used as a negative control for the impact of the EvP selection process.
The maximal accuracy for model assessment of the EvPs increases with the ability to select the closest EvP to the target sequence ( Figure 2 ; Table S4 in Additional data file 1). Using PSI-BLAST or BLAST for selecting the EvP results in 3.2% and 3.9% lower ACC, respectively, compared to a templatebased selection (Table 3 ). The TPR decreases approximately 10% if the selected EvPs are not structurally close to the real structures of the target proteins. As expected, a random selection of EvPs results in low accuracy (that is, 42.3% TPR and 12.1% FPR), which results in AUC and ACC being 27.6% and 28.8% lower, respectively, than when selecting the EvPs based on the template used for model building (Table 3) .
EvPs result in the highest accuracy for model assessment
EvPs outperform the representative potential (REP) with a 7.1% higher ACC, 3.8% lower FPR, and 11.7% higher TPR (Table 4; Figure 3 ; Table S5 in Additional data file 1). This demonstrates that, even though EvPs are derived for single structures, the incorporation of evolutionary information in the form of MSAs significantly increases the accuracy of distance-dependent potentials for model assessment. Moreover, the use of specific EvPs also outperforms the consensus EvP potential (CON) and other standard knowledge-based potentials such as Prosa II and DFIRE Cβ potentials ( Table S5 in Additional data file 1). The ACC of EvPs is approximately 7% higher than that of CON, REP, and Prosa II potentials and approximately 11% higher than the DFIRE potential. EvPs also result in a very small FPR (2.3%) and a high TPR (97.3%), being the most sensitive and specific classifier tested in our benchmark for model assessment. The REP and Prosa II potentials, which have been derived using the same principles and differ only in the set of experimental proteins used to derive them, result in very similar accuracies (that is, approximately 95% AUC and approximately 90% ACC). The DFIRE Cβ potential, which not only uses a different training set but is also derived with a different reference state than the REP and Prosa II potentials, results in lower accuracy than any of the other tested methods with a 77.6% TPR and 6.8% FPR.
Discussion
Generally, the accuracy of a protein structure model (that is, model assessment) can be assessed by physics-based, knowledge-based or a combination of both types of scoring functions. Knowledge-based potentials assess protein structure models by their fitting to the statistical preferences of different residues or atom types to be exposed to the solvent, or to interact with each other in a pairwise or higher order fashion. These statistical preferences are normally extracted from a set of selected structures, which represent the known structural space for native proteins. In this work we have described, implemented and benchmarked a new method for deriving distance-dependent knowledge-based potentials that relies on information from the sequence space of a given structure or fold. The method was validated for model assess- The sets of EvPs are named according to the clustering parameters (CLS_XX-YY) and the multiple sequence alignment filters (MSA_ZZ) used to derive them (Materials and methods). XX is the minimal structural similarity and YY is the minimal sequence identity used for structural clustering. ZZ is the minimal sequence identity shared between a sequence in the multiple sequence alignment and the sequence of the representative structure of the cluster. AUC is the area under the ROC curve, ACC is the maximal accuracy, OT is the optimal classification threshold, FPR is the false positive rate, and TPR is the true positive rate.
EvP accuracy at different structure and sequence clustering cut-offs Genome Biology 2008, 9:R68 ment using a large benchmark of 4,444 protein structure models of varying accuracy [7, 22] . The results show that the use of homologous sequences for deriving specific knowledge-based potentials increases the specificity and sensitivity for model assessment ( Figure 3 ; supplementary Tables in Additional data file 1). The ACC of the EvPs is 7.1%, 8.0% and 10.8% higher than that of REP, Prosa II, and DFIRE Cβ potentials, respectively. Moreover, EvPs result in very high specificity (that is, a FPR of 2.3%) and sensitivity (that is, a TPR of 97.0%) compared with those for REP, Prosa II, and DFIRE Cβ (that is, FPR > 6%, TPR < 89%). This is particularly relevant for large-scale protein structure prediction, where a small improvement in the TPR and FPR can have a large impact on the total number of models correctly selected and/ or wrongly discarded, respectively [17] .
The benchmarking of the EvPs against two widely used model assessment methods, Prosa II and DFIRE Cβ, provides a reference line for determining the difficulty of our test set of comparative models. However, it is important to note that neither Prosa II nor DFIRE Cβ were optimized against models generated with the MODELLER program. Both programs were trained (that is, optimized) using sets of non-redundant structures selected by their respective developers. The REP potential, which was derived in a similar way to Prosa II, used the same non-redundant structure space covered by the EvPs. Thus, the results from the REP potential reflect the impact of using a different structure space with respect to the results from Prosa II. The accuracies of REP and Prosa II are statistically indistinguishable at a 99% confidence cut-off (Table S5 in Additional data file 1). It is important to note that Prosa II, DFIRE Cβ, and EvP were originally developed with the aim of general applicability to any set of protein structure models. Thus, we believe that comparing them using a test set that mimics a large-scale comparative modeling setting is a fair comparison.
The clustering of the structural space and the depth of the MSAs affect the accuracy and coverage of the EvPs. Stricter cut-offs for structural clustering and more permissive cut-offs for MSAs result in more accurate EvPs. This indicates that EvPs are very specific to the structure they represent. However, since a minimum number and diversity of sequences are needed to derive an accurate potential, only those EvPs derived for structures that had more than 50 sequences in the MSA were used in our benchmark (that is, approximately 88% of the representative structures). Increasing the MSA filtering cut-off dramatically lowered the coverage of our method (that is, increasing the sequence identity cut-off from 20% to 40% decreased the coverage by approximately 30%).
The results indicate that the specificity to a given protein structure rather than other properties of the EvPs is what makes them more accurate with respect to other classically The sets of EvPs are named according to the clustering parameters (CLS_XX-YY) and the multiple sequence alignment filters (MSA_ZZ) used to derive them (Materials and methods). XX is the minimal structural similarity and YY is the minimal sequence identity used for structural clustering. ZZ is the minimal sequence identity shared between a sequence in the multiple sequence alignment and the sequence of the representative structure of the cluster. AUC is the area under the ROC curve, ACC is the maximal accuracy, OT is the optimal classification threshold, FPR is the false positive rate, and TPR is the true positive rate. EvPs in this table were generated using the CLS_90-90 clustering cut-offs and the MSA_20 MSA filtering cut-off. The sets of EvPs are named according to the clustering parameters (CLS_XX-YY) and the multiple sequence alignment filters (MSA_ZZ) used to derive them (Materials and methods). XX is the minimal structural similarity and YY is the minimal sequence identity used for structural clustering. ZZ is the minimal sequence identity shared between a sequence in the multiple sequence alignment and the sequence of the representative structure of the cluster. AUC is the area under the ROC curve, ACC is the maximal accuracy, OT is the optimal classification threshold, FPR is the false positive rate, and TPR is the true positive rate.
derived knowledge-based potentials. In other words, a more specific potential results in more accurate model assessment. However, as for any knowledge-based potential, the derivation of frequencies requires enough sampling for statistical significance. In classically derived potentials, increasing the number of non-redundant folds used during derivation solves the problem. For EvPs, having a sufficient number of diverse sequences in the MSA solves the problem. Thus, the accuracy of the EvPs depends on a fine balance between structure diversity and statistical reliability.
The optimal structure and sequence clustering parameters for deriving reliable EvPs were 90% structural similarity, 90% sequence similarity and a 20% cut-off for the identity between the template sequence and the sequences in the MSA. Although a 20% sequence identity may seem very low for homology detection, all selected sequences for deriving an EvP resulted in a significant PSI-BLAST alignment to the query structure with an e-value smaller than 5 × 10 -4 . Thus, the resulting alignments usually covered a substantial part of the query structure and had short insertions/deletions. Optimal EvPs thus represent a very restricted subset of the structural space covered by a diverse set of sequences, which most probably adopt the fold corresponding to the selected structural space. This result agrees with the notion that protein folding, at least for one-domain proteins, is largely determined by the topology of a protein's native structure rather than its sequence-specific details [23, 24] . We propose that the use of homologous sequences for deriving an EvP capture the conservation of sequence-unspecific features, such as the solvent-accessible area or the folding φ-values (that is, the effect of a mutation stabilizing the folding transition state compared to stabilizing the native conformation). Thus, EvPs may be able to effectively encode for both structure and sequence based features when assessing the accuracy of protein structure models.
The results from the CON potential, which accounts for the linear sum of all calculated frequencies used to derive individual EvPs, show that the accuracy achieved by the EvPs is not a simple and direct consequence of maximizing the extraction of information from all available sequences and structures, but rather a result of exploiting the information from only those sequences that belong to a restricted structural space. Indeed, the use of less specific structure space resulted in a 9.5% decrease in the TPR with respect to the EvPs (Table 4) . However, using the homologous sequence space to all structures in the non-redundant set of structures resulted in an accuracy increase with respect to other potentials such as REP, Prosa II and DFIRE (Table 4 ). This suggests that not only the thermodynamic features, important for protein structure stability, are captured by this methodology but also key sequence determinants necessary for fast protein folding.
EvP accuracy using different assignment protocols Figure 2 EvP accuracy using different assignment protocols. ROC curves for the three EvP selection protocols: representative EvP of the template used in the model building process (CLUSTER), closest EvP to the target sequence based on a PSI-BLAST search (PSI-BLAST), closest EvP to the target sequence based on a BLAST search (BLAST), and random selection of an EvP (RND). EvP sets in this figure were generated using the CLS_90-90 clustering cut-offs and the MSA_20 MSA filtering cut-off. EvPs in this table were generated using the CLS_90-90 clustering cut-offs and the MSA_20 MSA filtering cut-off. The sets of EvPs are named according to the clustering parameters (CLS_XX-YY) and the multiple sequence alignment filters (MSA_ZZ) used to derive them (Materials and methods). XX is the minimal structural similarity and YY is the minimal sequence identity used for structural clustering. ZZ is the minimal sequence identity shared between a sequence in the multiple sequence alignment and the sequence of the representative structure of the cluster. AUC is the area under the ROC curve, ACC is the maximal accuracy, OT is the optimal classification threshold, FPR is the false positive rate, and TPR is the true positive rate. For a detailed description of the CON and REP potentials see Materials and methods. EvPs are specially suited for the assessment of protein structure models based on comparative approaches where the template used for modeling is known. Template-free methods produce protein structure models based on small fragments of known structure or without the use of templates. Therefore, to apply our method in such cases, it is necessary to use a sequence-based search method for selecting the most appropriate EvP to assess the accuracy of a given model. The results indicate that the use of BLAST or PSI-BLAST to select an EvP decreases their AUC by 2.0% and 1.8%, respectively. However, selecting a representative EvP by BLAST or PSI-BLAST still results in more accurate assessment of models than the REP potential (that is, 1.6% and 1.8% larger AUC, respectively). Most importantly, compared to the REP potential, using the EvP potentials selected by BLAST or PSI-BLAST reduced the FPR by 4.4 and 3.4%, respectively. This demonstrates that EvPs are not limited to models built from comparative approaches and can also be implemented in a general pipeline for protein structure assessment and prediction.
Conclusion
The results from our work indicate that the use of homologous sequences allows the derivation of specific knowledgebased potentials for protein structure model assessment. In contrast to standard knowledge-based potentials, which are usually derived from a non-redundant set of native structures, the EvPs could also be capturing sequence features that may affect the folding kinetics of a protein.
EvPs outperformed other tested potentials with approximately 7-11% higher accuracy, approximately 12-20% higher TPR, and approximately 4% lower FPR. Such an increase in sensitivity and specificity can have a significant impact on large-scale automated protein structure prediction of genomes, which could result in the correct assessment of the folds of more than 500,000 extra models (that is, increase the TPR) and the discarding of about 160,000 extra incorrect models (that is, decrease the FPR). The novelty of EvPs and the conceptually different approach for deriving them could have a broad impact on protein structure prediction and design. Both fields have now reached a mature state and comprise several methods that can produce fairly accurate models for about half of the sequences of an average genome [25, 26] . Thus, the development of new methods that increase the accuracy and usefulness of models from widely used computational approaches could prove very useful to thousands of researchers worldwide.
Materials and methods

Non-redundant set of protein structures
The redundancy in the PDB database (June 2005) was filtered to a representative list such that the MAMMOTH alignment [27] of any two chains in the list fails at least one of the following four cut-offs: a minimum of 90% sequence identity; a minimum of 90% of Cα atoms aligned within 4 Å; a maximum of 1 Å Cα root mean square deviation; and a maximum of a 50 residue difference in length. Each non-redundant chain represents all other PDB chains in the initial list that pass the cut-offs listed above for all pairwise comparisons within the group; where possible, the representative was picked by maximizing its resolution. Additionally, obsolete PDB entries as well as entries with missing atoms were removed from the initial set, resulting in a final list of 22,732 protein chains. To assess the impact of the PDB redundancy on the accuracy of the EvPs in model assessment, the final representative set of chains was further clustered by varying the sequence identity and structure similarity cut-offs (Table  S1 in Additional data file 1).
Multiple sequence alignments
A MSA for each of the 22,732 non-redundant PDB chains was built using PSI-BLAST (version 2.2.10) [28] to search against the NCBI nr database (June 2005). The search was performed without filtering out compositionally biased segments, running for up to 5 iterations, and including up to 100,000 sequence hits with an e-value smaller than 5 × 10 -4 . All other PSI-BLAST parameters were set to their default values. Removing those protein chains that aligned with less than 20%, 40% or 60% sequence identity to the query protein further filtered the MSAs. Finally, all filtered MSAs with 50 or more sequences were used for deriving EvPs (Table S1 in Additional data file 1).
Sequence weighting
A position-based sequence weighting that assigns low weights to over-represented sequences and high weights to unique sequences was used to compensate for non-uniform distribuEvP accuracy tested against other knowledge-based potentials Figure 3 EvP accuracy tested against other knowledge-based potentials. ROC curves for the tested methods: EvP (CLUSTER), consensus EvP potential (CON), representative potential (REP), Prosa potential (Prosa II), and DFIRE potential (DFIRE Cβ). The EvP (CLUSTER) set in this figure was generated using the CLS_90-90 clustering cut-offs and the MSA_20 MSA filtering cut-off. where r i is the number of different residue types at position i, and n i,j is the frequency of occurrence of the residue type in position i and sequence j with respect to all residues in position i.
Derivation of knowledge-based potentials
Two different types of knowledge-based potentials were derived in this work: a representative distance-dependent potential (REP), used as a baseline to benchmark the impact of our new approach, and a series of structure specific distance-dependent potentials here termed EvPs. The unique difference between the REP and the EvP potentials was the input structural space selected for their derivation as well as the use of sequence information. On the one hand, the REP potential was calculated from a set of 22,732 non-redundant protein structures (Figure 4a ) following the approach commonly used to derive distance-dependent potentials [7, 19, [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] . On the other hand, for 20,008 of the 22,732 non-redundant protein structures (that is, structures with more than 50 homologous sequences in their MSA), an EvP was calculated using the sequence variability in a set of homologous sequences to the selected structure (Figure 4b ). Each EvP was derived by virtually threading all homologous sequences in the MSA into the selected structure, which was used as a guide for the replacement of the amino-acid type at each posiEvP and REP derivation protocols Figure 4 EvP and REP derivation protocols. (a) The REP potential was built in a three-step process to: step 1, generate a non-redundant set of protein structures from the PDB database; step 2, calculate all residue-residue distance frequencies within each of the representative chains from step 1; and step 3, derive a knowledge-based potential using the inverse Boltzmann law to transform the raw frequencies into pseudo-energy terms. (b) The EvPs were built in a sixstep process to: step 1, generate a non-redundant set of protein structures from the PDB database; step 2, select each of the representative chains as query structures; step 3, calculate a MSA using the PSI-BLAST program; step 4, thread all homologous sequences into the query structure using the sequence-based alignment from the previous step; step 5, calculate all residue-residue distance frequencies; and step 6, derive a knowledge-based potential using the inverse Boltzmann law to transform the raw frequencies into pseudo-energy terms. tion. Thus, one can say that the 20,008 EvPs encode the sequence variation observed in the MSA for each of the nonredundant structures. Briefly, the threading approach implemented for deriving EvPs followed three steps: first, collect all pairwise alignments between the selected structure and its homologous sequences in the MSA; second, using each pairwise alignment as a guide, replace the amino-acid type in the selected structure by the one in the homologous sequence; and third, for a gapped position keep the original residue in the selected structure. Two variations of this protocol were also tested, which included the removal of residues in the structure aligned to a gap and the renumbering of the template residues (that is, affecting the sequence separation value of the statistical potential). The tested protocols showed no statistical differences between the resulting EvPs (Table S6 in Additional data file 1). The counting of residue-residue interactions for deriving an EvP was proportional to the sequence weight that accounts for redundancy within the MSA.
In contrast to the REP, where the non-redundant set of protein structures constituted its training set, there was not a single and unique training set for deriving an EvP. The training sets used in EvPs were the actual multiple sequence alignments specific for each selected structure.
In addition to the REP and the EvPs, a single consensus potential (CON) was derived using the sum of observed interaction frequencies from each of the 20,008 individual EvPs. Thus, the CON potential encodes the structural space encompassed by the non-redundant set of structures as well as the sequence space occupied by their homologous sequences.
All potentials derived in this work were calculated using our previously optimized parameters for model assessment [7] . Briefly, the potentials used Cα and Cβ atoms as interaction centers, distinguished between all 20 standard residue types, had a maximal distance range of 15 Å distributed in 30 bins of 0.5 Å each, and accounted for the sequence separation of the interacting atom pairs. Local interactions were considered independently using sequence separations of 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 residues and non-local interactions were considered by grouping into a single term the interactions with sequence separations larger than or equal to 9 residues.
Z-scores
Energy Z-scores were calculated based on the protein model energy, the mean and the standard deviation of the knowledge-based potential energy of 1,000 random sequences with the same amino acid composition and structure of the protein model, as previously described [7] .
Model assessment protocol
An EvP was calculated for each of the non-redundant chains in the PDB and represented a given set of similar structures. Thus, the selection of an EvP for assessing the accuracy of a given model could have an impact on the final accuracy of our method. Several protocols were implemented and tested to assess such an impact.
Template-based selection
The template structure used to build the model was obtained from the corresponding sequence-structure alignment used during the modeling. Then, the EvP representing the template's structural cluster was used to evaluate the accuracy of the model.
Template-free selection
In order to assess the impact of the EvP selection for template-free models, the PSI-BLAST and BLAST algorithms were used with default values to detect the closest match between the sequence of the model and our database of EvPs.
Random selection
The so-called random potential (RND) was calculated by randomly selecting one of the 20,008 EvPs to assess the accuracy of a given model.
To avoid biased results, the EvP derived for the target structure was removed prior to EVP selection in all three protocols. However, it is important to note that it is not certain, even conceptually, that rigorous testing of a method should not rely on structures similar or identical to those from which the potentials were derived. In practice, statistical potentials are to be used in model assessment of comparative models that, by construction, are similar to known protein structures. Therefore, all of the known protein structures are legitimate sources for deriving any of the statistical potentials used in practical model assessment, including those known structures that happen to be related to the assessed model.
Test set of comparative models
The evaluation of the EvPs for model assessment was based on an initial set of 9,645 structural models divided into 3,375 correct and 6,270 incorrect models [7, 22] . A correct model was defined as a model for which at least 30% of the Cα atoms superimposed within 3.5 Å with those of the real structure, and thus is based on proper fold assignment and a relatively accurate sequence/structure alignment. Incorrect models (that is, superimposing less than 15% of the Cα atoms within 3.5 Å) were built using a wrong fold or based on the correct fold, but containing a large fraction of misalignments. Thus, the test set of protein structure models, which was the result of a large-scale comparative modeling of the complete PDB [22] , represented the known protein structural space. This set of comparative models has been previously and extensively used to benchmark methods of model assessment [7, 17, 22, 36, 37] .
To be able to fairly compare all potentials, the initial test set was reduced to 1,877 correct and 2,567 incorrect models, which corresponded to those for which an EvP could be derived for all clustering cut-offs (Table S1 in Additional data file 1). Since an EvP cannot be reliably derived for representative structures with less than 50 homologous sequences [7] , a large fraction of models did not have a derived EvP for their corresponding template structures in the CLS-90-90_MSA-60 cluster. However, an EvP at CLS-90-90 and MSA-20, which corresponds to the most accurate knowledge-based potential (Results), could be calculated for 96.4% (3,253) and 94.8% (5,942) of correct and incorrect models in the test set, respectively.
All potential scores, the models for the two datasets used in this work as well as the EvPs are available for download at [38] .
Benchmarking criteria
The accuracy of the knowledge-based potentials was evaluated by means of the maximal accuracy (ACC) and the AUC, which were calculated from a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve [39] using correct models as positive instances and incorrect models as negative instances. A ROC curve is obtained by plotting the FPR (that is, fraction of incorrect models assessed as correct) against the corresponding TPR (that is, fraction of correct models assessed as correct) for all possible cut-offs on the energy Z-score. The AUC, a threshold independent measure, is considered a robust indicator of a classifier quality given its independence from the selected threshold and its correlation with the probability of the classifier error [39] . The optimal classification threshold leading to the maximal ACC is also reported for each tested potential.
Other benchmarked methods
Two widely used knowledge-based potentials for error detection in protein structure models were also evaluated to provide an additional and objective reference frame for evaluating the accuracy of the EvPs. First, the Prosa II program [4, 20, 21] , derived from a set of non-redundant structures, calculates an energy score and a Z-score for an input model. Second, the DFIRE program [19] , derived by using a distancescaled finite ideal-gas as reference state, calculates an energy score for a model. The final DFIRE Z-scores were calculated using the procedure described above. Both programs, Prosa II and DFIRE, were locally run using their respective default parameters.
Statistical significance of the differences between the evaluated potentials
The statistical significance of the observed differences between two potentials used as binary classifiers was evaluated by a non-parametric test that accounts for the correlation of the ROC curves [40] . This test takes advantage of the equality between the Mann-Whitney U-statistic and the AUC when computed by the trapezoidal rule for comparing two distributions. A chi-square statistic computes the significance (p-value) of the difference between the AUC measured for the two classifiers. The results corresponding to the statistical comparisons are reported in the Additional data file 1 (Tables  S1, and S3-S5) .
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